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HAPLOTYPES AND SUSPECTED PREGNANCY LOSS

The frequency of HH4 is very small so it is more challenging to indicate 
the suspected embryo loss. It is also unknown when HH6 has an 
expected pregnancy loss because it has been so recently discovered. 
STATISTICS ABOVE FROM ZOETIS GENETICS: “UNDERSTANDING HAPLOTYPES AND 
GENOTYPE-BASED GENETICS CONDITIONS” (2014).

COMPASS CAN PROVIDE HAPLOTYPE FREQUENCIES IN 
YOUR HERD, AS OUTLINED BELOW. 

ASK US ANYTHING: 
THE FIELD REPS WEIGH IN

WHAT ARE HAPLOTYPES? 

Amanda Comfort
amandacomfort@ontario.holstein.ca | (519) 865-3815

Holstein Haplotypes (HH) and Holstein 
Cholesterol Deficiency (HCD) are recessive 
genes known to cause abortion or 
short life expectancy in calves. The 
typical symptoms of HCD include 
severe scouring, low energy and 
hypocholesterolemia (deficiency of 
cholesterol in the bloodstream).

Six haplotypes have been identified in 
the Holstein breed, each with varying 
frequencies and timing of pregnancy loss. 
The table below provides details on how 
each of these recessive genes impacts the 
breed. 

What is the effect on my herd?

Just because a bull is a carrier, does not 
mean you have to stop using him in your 
herd; there are some really great bulls 
with the fault of a haplotype! Additionally, 
for a particular haplotype to terminate 
pregnancy or be fatal to the calf, both 
parents must transmit the haplotype. If only 
one of the parents transmits the haplotype, 
the pregnancy should not be terminated as 
a result, though the resulting calf may be 
a carrier for the haplotype in question. If 
you register your animals, it is easy to find 
out your HH or HCD herd frequencies 
via Compass® and make more informed 
breeding decisions to avoid breeding carrier 
sires with carrier dams. 

Log on to Compass® to find out more about 
your herd’s genetics. 

HAPLOTYPE SUSPECTED PREG LOSS

Cholesterol Deficiency (HCD) Stillborn / young calf

HH1 Before 100 days

HH2, HH3, HH5 Before 60 days

HH4, HH6 Unknown

HOLSTEIN ONTARIO FIELD REPRESENTATIVES ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU! Whether working with you on your breeding strategy and herd 
goals, providing info on Holstein Canada’s services and programs or assisting with record-keeping, a herd catch-up or registration issue, 
our reps are ready and willing to help you reach your herd goals! Below, they provide answers and solutions to some of the most common 
questions they hear while visiting farms across the province.
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BREEDING FOR LONGEVITY 

Jenna Hedden
jhedden@ontario.holstein.ca | (613) 888-9250 

Longevity is a trait that can be extremely hard to 
predict. Often customers ask me: how do I know 
whether a bull will have daughters that last? One 
of the tools that my customers find extremely 
helpful in predicting longevity is the “Daughter 
Survival from First Calving to” diagram in the 
functional tab of a proven sire’s card on CDN. 

The bottom line of the diagrams below shows the 
average percentage of survival within the breed. The 
percentage above the breed average percent depicts the chosen 
sire’s percentage of daughters survived. After looking at the proven 

sire’s daughter survival, it can help predict longevity 
in the next generation of sires. 

When comparing the two diagrams (Sire 1 and 
Sire 2), you can see that to 4th calving, sire 1 had 
23 daughters alive for every 100 bred, whereas sire 

2 had 51 daughters alive for every 100 bred. This 
translates to sire 1 being slightly below the breed 

average of 27% and sire 2 having almost twice as many 
daughters alive than the breed average. When equipped 

with this information, most producers would choose to breed their 
animals to sire 2.

HOLSTEIN CANADA WEB ACCOUNT  

Jordan Eastman
jeastman@ontario.holstein.ca | (519) 861-8235

One free and easy to use tool that I find is often overlooked is the 
Holstein Canada web account. There are a few steps to get it set 
up, but your local Holstein Ontario Field Rep or Holstein Canada 
Customer Service Rep is always willing to help to get you up and 
running.

The first tile on your account homepage contains your 
Activity Report. This is a downloadable PDF that will 
show you a few basic herd trends. The first page will 
show your annual registration numbers compared 
to regional and national averages. The other chart 
on the first page will show annual inbreeding 
averages, something many farms are watching 
now, and this is great to show a broad snapshot on 
the averages over the past decade. The next page of 
this report will show you your Registration and Award 
statistics. While you likely know how many animals you 
register as red for example, this will also track your average 
percentage of multiple births and reported large calves. The second 
chart on this page will show the number of cows that have achieved 
60,000, 80,000 and 100,000kg lifetime awards, along with superior 
lactation awards and star brood cows. The final page will show your 
top usage bulls along with the national top used bulls. 

The next tile on your account homepage is Performance Trends. 
This one takes a little deeper dive into your herd and breaks out 
many traits within your herd and compares them to regional and 
national averages and will show you trends for the nine-year window. 
The first 2.5 pages are looking at production, both genotype and 
phenotype. The trend lines are shown as your own with national 
average, regional average and then the top and bottom 10 per cent 

shown for reference. Following production 
charts, you find the rest of the charts which 
include LPI, health traits, and many type traits. 

And, if you classify, you’ll be able to compare your 
genotypic vs phenotypic trends as well. 

The next tool people often find handy on the web 
account is Registrations. This is found when clicking on the 

Online Services tab on the left of the screen. The first option on that 
list is Registration. While many people do register online through 
on-farm software, this is also a great resource for anyone who wants 
to register an ET calf but can’t through DairyComp or other on-
farm programs. You will still need to have all the information to 
input but this can be a quick way to get calves registered, and now 
as a bonus, calves registered will also have their first entry into the 
DairyTrace database. 

Finally, just a little further down the list from Registrations, is 
Transfers. Once again, this isn’t the only way, but with a lifetime 
number, it is a quick and easy way to get newly purchased animals 
transferred into your ownership. 

DAUGHTER SURVIVAL FROM FIRST CALVING TO:

SIRE 1
FIRST LACTATION SECOND 

CALVING
THIRD 

CALVING
FOURTH 
CALVING120 DIM 240 DIM

No. Daughters 958 877 2598 2370 2003

Percent Survived 95% 89% 71% 43% 23%

Breed Average 95% 91% 76% 50% 27%

DAUGHTER SURVIVAL FROM FIRST CALVING TO:

SIRE 2
FIRST LACTATION SECOND 

CALVING
THIRD 

CALVING
FOURTH 
CALVING120 DIM 240 DIM

No. Daughters 757 780 1518 1352 1053

Percent Survived 96% 93% 85% 68% 51%

Breed Average 95% 91% 76% 50% 27%


